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Clearing up confusion when it comes to health & nutrition

the trend towards
plant based protein

the role of vitamin k

An undiscussed vitamin, but
what important role does it
play in our diet?

science based tips
for gut health

What does it mean to have
a healthy gut and what does
the science say?

is intermittent
fasting healthy?

Claimed to be a healthy method
of weight loss and good for overall
health - but is it really?

the role of
protein as we age
A look at the food choices which
help maintain optimal muscle
mass and function as we age

the importance
of vitamin D
What is it? Where do we get it?
How much do we need to
stay healthy?

fresh summer pea & leek soup
beetroot, avocado and quinoa salad

chi a seed and fig bre akf ast jar
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Why we’re seeing such a rising
trend in this way of eating
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the link between weight gain and depression • pre-diabetes prevention• cnm healthy jounreys • nutrition q&a

CNM has an exceptional
22-year track record training
successful natural therapy
practitioners online and in class.
Colleges across the UK and
Ireland.
Visit naturopathy-uk.com or
call 01342 410 505

TRAINING SUCCESSFUL PRACTITIONERS

UK Colleges in: London / Belfast / Brighton
Birmingham / Bristol / Edinburgh / Manchester
Follow CNM on Twitter @collegenatmed
www.facebook.com/CNM.UK
@collegeofnaturopathicmedicine
www.naturopathy-uk.com
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Monika Mateja, Vegan Natural Chef Graduate, CNM (College of Naturopathic Medicine)

Thrive Magazine / PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

CNM gave me the chance to become an entrepreneur
WITH CNM GRADUATE MONIKA MATEJA
Another inspiring ‘Real Life Health Story’ from College of
Naturopathic Medicine. CNM Vegan Natural Chef Graduate Monika
Mateja shares her journey of becoming a health entrepreneur!

What attracted me to CNM was that
I could study during weekends while still
having my full-time job. I read other student
stories, looked at the curriculum which,
aside from the cooking skills, has very good
naturopathic content and internship hours.
The easily accessible college location
suited me, too.
I loved the practical approach to learning in
the CNM Natural Chef kitchens. The course
was professional and fun. I enjoyed many
knowledgeable teachers who showed us
what is possible with vegan food. We cooked
delicious recipes and the practical knowledge
given by the lecturers was invaluable. We had
a fantastic group of students in our group,
passionate about vegan food, and we kept in
touch.
I used to work as a Supply Chain Manager for
an engineering and construction company.
I was always interested in healthy eating,
natural therapies and wellness. After 14 years
in the corporate world I hit the burnout and
was signed off with mild depression. My Type
1 diabetes was out of control. I was advised
to cut out simple carbs and processed fats,
and to exercise. I followed this as much as

STUDY ONLINE
The CNM Study Guide gives the exact
sequence of what to study. Exams and
assignments test your knowledge. CNM’s
comprehensive study material (handouts
and filmed lectures) are regularly updated
and available 24/7 on CNM’s student
portal.

I could but I hit a wall at the age of 40. I put
on weight, demand for insulin increased and
I was recommended to take statins for my
cholesterol levels. I was also diagnosed with
disc prolapse and had an operation. I started
to look into natural therapies in late 2017.

The lecturers were
extremely knowledgeable
in all aspects of nutrition
and wellbeing.

I was going to a yoga studio and noticed that
my body craved peace and quiet, calm, good
food and nourishment rather than sugary food
and alcohol. This inspired me to look further
into this topic and I switched to a plant-based
diet from January 2018. Since going into
natural therapies I can manage stress. I lost
over one stone, my skin cleared, I do not have
to take that much insulin and my cholesterol
levels have gone down so I do not need to
take statins.

ICS

REAL CLIENT CLIN

Clinics in years 2 and 3 run alongside
the online training. This gives students
the opportunity to put newly acquired
knowledge into practice. All clinics are
supervised by experienced practitioners.
You will initially observe case takings of real
clients and take cases yourself towards
the end.

It is not easy to change and pursue something
completely new, especially as I had quite a
successful career and a good salary. However,
I did ask myself, do I really want to do this
for the next 20 years? Also, my mum died
from cancer at the age of 52. She is my true
inspiration to help as many people as I can
to eat and look after themselves in the most
natural way possible.
Since doing the course I left my previous
job and started my own business. I always
wanted to be an entrepreneur and studying at
CNM gave me that chance. I also trained as a
Health Coach and I received my certification
in August 2019. I run cooking workshops and
supper clubs at my house, as well as having
private clients who I guide to a plant-based
diet. I hope to write a book one day with my
story, delicious recipes, and healthy eating
tips. I love coaching as this is truly a way
to help people to get better. I am honoured
when I can help my clients learn about the
most suitable food for them, their body and
their lifestyle; one-on-one coaching is very
powerful.
I have never felt fitter and healthier. I love
my healthier version of me.

ONLINE TUTORIALS
Online students are supported by regular
tutorials throughout the course. Additional
webinars deepen the acquired knowledge
and provide up to date developments of
the nutrition profession.
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